The objective of this paper is to introduce the fundamental algebro-geometric constructions over the extended tropical semi-ring. The study of tropical varieties, covarieties and ideals over this extension eventually yields the theorem of the weak tropical Nullstellensatz and gives an algebraic interpretation of the tropical Nullstellensatz.
Instruction
The notion of tropical mathematics was introduced only in the past decade [7, 24] , since then this theory has developed rapidly and led to many applications [6, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 19, 20, 22] , a short brief can be found in [13] . Tropical mathematics is a mathematics over the tropical semi-ring, (R, max, +), the real numbers equipped by the operations of maximum and summation -addition and multiplication respectively [11, 23] . This semi-ring is sometimes extended by −∞, the neutral element for the additive operation [17, 18] , the basics of the corresponding tropical algebraic-geometric formalism have been presented by Mikhalkin [16] .
The main goal of this paper is the development of another approach to the basic tropical algebraic geometry [16] , which is built on the extended tropical semi-ring, (T, ⊕, ⊙), as has been presented in [10] . This extension is obtained by adding an additional copy (denoted by U) of R with the elements 1 a ν and having the following arithmetic: 1 Note that in [10] , the elements a ν of U are signed by −∞a.
We will start by observing the difference between tropical polynomials and tropical polynomial functions over T and studying their algebraic and geometric properties . One of the main results is A Fundamental Theorem of Tropical Algebra -a tropical version that is similar to the classical theorem.
Theorem 1.9:
In tropical sense, the In tropical sense, the tropical semi-ring T is algebraically closed, namely for any non constant tropical polynomial f ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] there exists x o ∈ T n for which f (x o ) ∈ U.
Tropical varieties and co-varieties are the first constructions which are discussed, then, tropical ideals are next to be developed. The study of the latter objects, their properties and their relation with the first ones yields the Tropical Weak Nullstellensatz. Finally, composing it all together, an algebraic rephrasing of the Tropical Nullstellensatz [21] arises form this notion. A similar context of the issues appear in this paper has been raised in [1] Qu. A.16, C.2.A and [2] Qu. 14.
The above observation suggests that the tropical "world" is not "well behaved", as will be seen later, there is no one-to-one correspondence between polynomials and polynomial functions as in the "classical world".
Terminology & Notation:
In this part, the semi-ring of tropical polynomials T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] is said to be a tropical algebra of tropical polynomials and it is referred to as tropical algebra signed by A T . 
Remark 1.2. Here, as in the "classical" theory, we can adopt the notion of integral domain for the tropical case as well. Namely, a tropical algebra A T is an integral domain if it does not have zero divisors. The question is, with respect to which of the zeros this sense is observed. When considering the absolute zero,

one can easily verify that in this sense A T is not a tropical integral domain (for instance see Example 1.4 below).
As is apparent form the above remark, our development applies to both types of zeros (i.e. relative and absolute) and uses them for the different purposes. Clearly, the only element f ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] for which f k = −∞ is −∞ itself.
Example 1.4. Let f ∈ T[x] be a tropical polynomial of the form
clearly f / ∈ 0 T . Now, take the square of f ,
The degree of a tropical polynomial is defined in the same manner as that of a classical polynomial and it obeys to same rules:
for any f, g ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ]. Moreover, since in the tropical situation there is no monomials' cancellation, for a given f one can define its "lower degree" to be
For this notion, the following rules are satisfied,
Therefore, when performing arithmetic operations over a tropical polynomial its "lower degree" can only increase. Clearly, the relation Deg(f ) ≤ Deg(f ) is always satisfied, and equality occurs only when the polynomial is a homogenous polynomial.
Example 1.5. Deg(x 2 ⊕ 0) = 2 while Deg(x 2 ⊕ 0) = 0.
Definition 1.6. A tropical polynomial is called feeble if it has no free coefficient, namely,
f has the form f = a n x ωn ⊕ a n−1
One the other hand, a tropical polynomial in one variable is called monic if the leading coefficient is equal to zero.
Due to the special construction of a feeble polynomial it can be written as
and thus when f is feeble, f (u) ∈ U for any u ∈ U n . Lemma 1.7. Assume f ∈ T[x] to be a polynomial function in one variable defined by a feeble polynomial, and let r ∈ R be an arbitrary value, then either r or r ν is reached by f .
Proof. Assume, f ∈ T[x] to be a one variable polynomial of the form f (x) = i a i x i where i = 1, . . . , n, we should prove that for any r ∈ R there exits x o ∈ T such that either f (x o ) = r or f (x o ) = r ν . Since f has no free coefficient, in the case of f (x o ) = r it is clear that x o should be in R only. Contrarily, assume r o to be a value that violates the above. But, by the linearity of each monomial (i.e. a i x i = a i + (i * x)), r o is reached by any monomial (i.e. for x o = (r o − a i )/i) and particularly by the "maximal" one -a contradiction. Note that r o might be reached by more than one monomial and in this case we have f (
Assume f ∈ R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] and let Z f be its zero locus, then Z f ∩ R n is exactly the corner locus of f with respect to (R, max, +). To emphasize, a non-constant polynomial f satisfies f (x o ) = −∞, only when the point has x o the value −∞ as one of its coordinates. Using the above definition and Lemma 1.7, we can state the "Fundamental Theorem of the Extended Tropical Algebra" -a tropical version that is similar to the classical theorem. Theorem 1.9. In tropical sense, the tropical semi-ring T is algebraically closed, namely for any non constant tropical polynomial f ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] there exists x o ∈ T n for which
Proof. Let us first handle the case of n = 1. Suppose f ∈ T[x], if f ∈ 0 T we are done. Otherwise, in the case that f is a polynomial that has no free coefficient (i.e. is feeble), f (x) ∈ U for any x ∈ U. Else, when f (x) = a n x n ⊕ . . . ⊕ a 1 x ⊕ a o is a general polynomial, it can be written as
This is a polynomial function without a free coefficient (i.e. is feeble), and hence due to Lemma 1.7, there exists
In the general case, one can simply fix the n−1 variables x 2 , . . . , x n to be some constants b 2 , . . . , b n ∈ T and apply the above with respect to x 1 .
Tropical Polynomial Functions & Tropical Polynomials
As alluded to earlier, in the "tropical world" the correspondence between polynomials and polynomial functions is not one-to-one, mainly due to convexity matters. In this section, we outline the connection between these two notions -the algebraic (i.e. polynomials notion) and the geometric (i.e. functions notion).
Let T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be the semi-ring of formal tropical polynomials, and let F T be the family of tropical polynomial functions,
Particulary, the graph of any tropical function is a convex piece-wise linear object. In fact, any tropical polynomial defines a tropical function, however, different formal polynomials may define the same function. The reason for this occurrence is the behavior of tropical addition, which is involved in convexity considerations; for instance take the two formal polynomials
both define the same tropical function T −→ T.
Let Γ(f ) be the graph of the tropical polynomial f , one can define the relation " ∼ " between any two tropical polynomials as follows:
Since, the above relation is satisfied if and only if the polynomials have exactly the same graph, it is an equivalence relation. Note that, when f ′ ∈ 0 T and f ′ ∼ f ′′ , then f ′′ is also in 0 T (Observation 1.1). Additionally, from the above relation we can conclude immediately that
Suppose f is a tropical polynomial and f ′ is the same polynomial only without a single monomial, say a i x ω i , then in the case that Γ(f ) = Γ(f ′ ), a i is said to be an "effective" coefficient. In example the above, the coefficient −1 of
is not effective, since Γ(f ) = Γ(x 2 ⊕ 0). In general, a tropical polynomial function is determined by a polynomial up to a change of its non-effective monomials unless they preserve this property. Thus, the goal is to characterize the linkage between the set of the polynomial's coefficients and its graph. However, to do so, we still have to do some preparation work. But, let's first realize the geometry of such tropical graphs.
To see this, just take the monomials having coefficients in U and replace each of them by two copies with the compatible (i.e. π(a i ), Eq. (0.0.1)) coefficient in R, namely,
where a ∈ R. Then, take one copy from each pair of these monomials to create f u , the remaining monomials are ascribed to f r (i.e. f r = π * (f ) and f u = π * (g) where g is the polynomial defined by the non-real monomials of f ). Explicitly, if f is a polynomial of the form f = a n x ωn ⊕ . . . ⊕ a o x ωo where ω i ∈ Ω ⊂ Z n and Ω is a non-empty set of points with non-negative coordinates, then
where a k i ∈ U. Specifically, in case f has only real coefficients, we get f = f r . 
In fact, due to the epimorphism π we have the isomorphism Γ(f | R n ) ∼ = Γ (R,max,+) (f ).
In the above observation we have referred only to a part of the domain (i.e. R n ⊂ T n ) yet, Γ(f ) has additional components received form the complement T n \ R n . But, using the epimorphism π, for any permutation
So in general, over T n for any f we have 2 n sub-graphs, Γ(f | Π i ), each is isomorphic to the graph Γ (R,max,+) (f r ) in (R, max, +). In order to study the linkage between our algebraic notion and their geometric objects we will start the development with a restricted family of polynomials over T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] and then we will generalize the obtained results. Assume f ∈ R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] is of the form (1.1.1), the set J f is defined to be
e. a set of (n + 1)-dimensional points each determined by a coefficient of f .
where CH denotes the "lower part" of the points' convex hull.
Notation: In order to simplify notation, CH(J f ) is signed as CH(f ).
Proof. According to definition (1.2.1), we have to prove that
When considering f ′ and f ′′ as polynomials over (R, max, +), this relation is derived directly from the one-to-one correspondence 3 , based on Legendere transform [3] , between Γ(f ) and CH(f ) for any tropical polynomial function f in (R, max, +) [18] . Composing this relation and Observation 1.11, the assertion is clear for f ′ | R n and f ′′ | R n , in addition due to (1.2.3) the relation is extended for the complete domain T n .
Remark: Due to the construction (1.2.2) of f r and f u , for any f we always have the relation J fu ⊆ J fr and thus CH(f u ) ⊆ CH(f r ). When f = f r , the set J fu is considered as an empty set and so does CH(f u ).
Proof. Let's separate the proof into cases:
Particulary, all the non-real coefficients, if there are any, are not effective, i.e. f ′ = f ′ r and f ′′ = f ′′ r . Thus, Proposition 1.13 can be applied directly.
Clearly, the same consideration holds for f ′′ as well, and hence,
But, with respect to the above (i.e. Γ(f ′ r ) = Γ(f ′′ r )) and ( * ),
. Now, Proposition 1.13 can be applied separately to the pairs f ′ r , f ′′ r and f ′ u , f ′′ u to complete the proof.
After understanding the geometric properties of tropical polynomials we can reach and outline the linkage to tropical polynomial functions. Over the set F T , we settle the below algebra O(T n ); supposef andg are elements of F T then the operations:
and
of O(T n ) are defined point-wise. The constant function gives the embedding T ֒→ O(T n ), and the zeros (absolute and relative) off ∈ F T are defined in the same manner as those of tropical polynomials (Def. 1.8),
Hence, we have the tautological map
which is an epimorphism. Despite the algebra, O(T n ), in some way "purifies" the convexity properties of a family of polynomial equations; still, with respect to0 T it is not an integral domain in a tropical sense (see Remark 1.2). For instance, take the functions:
both are not in0 T , but their multiplication,fg = 2 ν x 2 ⊕ 2 ν x ⊕ 2 ν is an element of0 T .
Tropical Polynomial Function in One Variable
In this section we will explicitly discuss the convexity conditions of the functional relation which was generally defined in Theorem 1.14. This eventually leads to the decomposition of a tropical polynomial function in one variable into multiplications of "linear" terms which are defined by the function's roots. To emphasize the forthcoming decomposition becomes possible due to the existence of several polynomial descriptions to a same polynomial function. This allows us to either add, dismiss or change monomials unless their convexity properties are preserved. To make the notation more convenient, tropical polynomial functions,f , are sometimes related to as elements of R[x], in addition, the term function refers to polynomial function.
, where i < j < k, using the classical arithmetic operations a j ∈ CH(f ) only if
In fact, the above equation formalizes part of the convexity condition over the polynomial's coefficients.
Theorem 1.17. Letf ∈ R[x] be a non-constant tropical function, and let Zf be its zero locus in tropical sense (Def. 1.8), thenf can be writteñ
Proof. Proof by induction on the degree off . Without loss of generality, we may assume thatf is defined by a monic polynomial.
This case is obvious, we simply havef (x) = x ⊕ a. n = 2: Letf (x) = x 2 ⊕ ax ⊕ b, due to Theorem 1.14 and Remark 1.17 we get:
Iff (x) = x jg (x), sinceg(x) has a degree less than n, we are done by the induction assumption.
Assumef (x) to be the general polynomial functioñ
where j < n and (i, a i ) appears on CH(f ) for i ≤ j. Recall that some of intermediacy monomials may or may not appear in the function's description, but sincef is tropical function we may only regard coefficients which appear on CH(f ) (they effective ones).
Define, a ′ n−1 = a j * (1/(n − j)), where the division and the multiplication here are the classical operations. Note that, if j = n − 1, we simply get a ′ n−1 = a n−1 . Setting f ′ (x) to be the polynomial functioñ
we only need to show the equalityf (x) =f ′ (x) in function sense, after that, the proof can be completed by the induction assumption.
Based on Theorem 1.14, to prove the equality we should show that when a i−1 and a i (and i ≤ j) exist (i.e. a i−1 , a i ∈ CH(f )), then
Rephrasing the above using the classical arithmetic operations, we have to show that
Since a i−1 , a i , a j ∈ CH(f ), by Remark 1.16 the following relations are satisfied
and sincef is monic, a n = 0. The latter inequivalence yields
and by substituting the first inequivalence we obtain
, which proves ( * ).
Using the above theorem, the algorithm for decomposing a tropical polynomial function in one variable can be stated immediately. An additional result of the algorithm's operating is the tropical zero locus of the given function and the multiplicity of its elements. Note that in this specific case over R n , the tropical zero locus and the corner locus with respect to (R, max, +) are the same set. • iff is not a monic setf (1) = i (a i /a n )x i and apply the algorithm forf (1) , otherwise
• assume j < n to be the largest index for which a j ∈ CH(f ), let a ′ n−1 = a j /(n − j) and writef as (x⊕a ′ n−1 )f (1) wheref (1) 
, then apply the algorithm tof (1) .
The next example simulates the progress of the decomposing algorithm 1.18.
Thus the zero locus Zf ∩ R off is the set {1/2, −1, −2}. 
The proof is obtained directly form Proposition 1.10 and Theorem 1.17. Example 1.21. As an example, take the quadric function,
and in this case the functionf r (x) andf u (x) can be decomposed tõ
Tropical Polynomial Function in Several Variables
In this part of the discussion we refer to a tropical functionf of the form:
where all the coefficients are effective and Ω is a non-empty finite subset of Z n with nonnegative coordinates.
Proposition 1.22. Assume that on an arbitrary x o ∈ T n the functionf reaches its value from the monomial a i x ω i , then on x o the functioñ
reaches its result over the power of the same monomial.
Proof. Contrarily assume there exists j for which 
Proof. By the law of polynomial multiplication, it is clear that as a polynomialf k has more monomials thanf ′ (i.e. all the monomials off ′ appear also inf k ). Geometrically observing the image off k , or equivalently k * f using the classical operations, we have a homothecy [4] . Algebraically, due to Proposition 1.22,f andf ′ are also homothetic. Sincef is homothetic to bothf ′ andf k , which have common vertices, then Γ(f ′ ) = Γ(f k ).
Corollary 1.25. With respect to the relative zero functions,0 T , the algebra O(T n ) of tropical function has no nilpotent elements.
Proof. Iff / ∈0 T it has at least one real "effective" coefficient (Def. 1.3), by Theorem 1.23, for any k,f k has also such a coefficient and hencef k / ∈0 T .
Tropical Varieties and Co-Varieties
Here, we begin to compose together the geometric and algebraic notions derived from formal polynomials that are defined over the extended tropical semi-ring T. As done in the classical theory, the aim is to define algebraic objects that comprise geometric meaning, and then, to realize the reciprocal relationship between the two types of entities -the geometric and the algebraic.
Comment: In this part we neglect the distinction between tropical polynomials and tropical polynomial functions, and refer to a polynomial as a function assuming the differences are already well known. Therefore, the elements of T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] are related to as polynomial functions (i.e. elements of O(T n )). Let f 1 , . . . , f s be a collection of tropical polynomials in T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] . We set The variety V T (f 1 , . . . , f s ) ⊆ T n is the set of all the common "solutions" (i.e. tropical "zeros") of the system of the tropical equations f i . By "solutions" we mean those x for which f i (x) ∈ U ∪ {−∞} (Def. 1.8). In the case that f (x) ∈ U ∪ {−∞}, we keep the "standard" terminology and say that f vanishes at x, or equivalently, that at x the polynomial f results in U ∪ {−∞}. Additionally, V T (f ) ⊂ T n will be called a tropical hyper-surface; as an example see Fig. 1 . 
Tropical Varieties
while the variety of the two polynomials is the union:
Note that the point (1, 1) is the only common "real" zero, i.e. the intersection of the two "real" lines x = 1 and y = 1.
To emphasize, if a ∈ V T we necessarily have a ν ∈ V T , but the inverse claim is not true. The next lemma determines the operations over this type of sets.
. . , g t ), then we claim that
s).
The first equality is simply obtained by definition; assume x to be an element in V ′ T ∩ V ′′ T then for x both f 1 , . . . , f s and g 1 , . . . , g t result in U ∪ {−∞}, which is the same as all f 1 , . . . , f s , g 1 , . . . , g t result in U ∪ {−∞}.
For the second part, if x ∈ V ′ T , then all the f i 's result in U ∪ {−∞} at this element, which implies that all of the f i g j result in U ∪ {−∞} at x. Thus V ′ T ⊂ V T (f i g j ), and
For the opposite containment, assume
Since at x, f io g j results in U ∪ {−∞} for all j, then g j must result in U ∪ {−∞} at x. This proves that x ∈ V ′′ T , and hence
Remark 2.4. Tropicalization and Tropical Varieties:
Based on Kapranov Theorem, the "classical" tropical variety [5, 19] 
over (R, max, +) is the corner locus (i.e domain of non-smoothness) of a convex piece-wise affine linear function of the form
N f (x) = max ω∈Ω (V al(c ω ) + ω.x)( *
Tropical Co-Varieties
Over the complement of a tropical variety we can define the following construction, which will later used to determine the connection to other geometric results [21] .
Definition 2.5. Assume f ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] and let V T (f ) be its tropical verity, then the set
and is defined to be the co-variety of f .
Note that any member of C T (f ) is an open set and since the two copies of R (i.e. R and U) are glued about −∞, the connectivity of a component comprises this notion; for instance, the set D f = {x ∈ T | a ν ≻ x ≺ b} is a proper connected component and in particular
Example 2.6. Let f = x ⊕ a, then
Geometrically, according to the above definition over each element of C T (f ), f is a continuous smooth linear function. To emphasize, the co-variety is a set of connected components (each is a set by itself). For the forthcoming geometry development, we define the union
of all the members of C T (f ). Therefore, C T ⊆ T n and
Example 2.7. Assume f ∈ T[x], the following are special cases:
Proof. The first part is derived directly from the equality Note that f is considered as a tropical function, otherwise the above claim does not hold.
Let C ′ T and C ′′ T be two co-varieties over T n , then their "second level" intersection "⊓ ′′ is defined as follows:
Additionally, the co-variety
. . , g t ), we claim that
s).
The first equality is simply obtained by definition while the second is a generalization of Lemma 2.8 in terms of (2.2.2).
Tropical Ideals
The goal of this section is to introduce an additional important algebraic construction -the tropical ideal of polynomials. As will be seen, this object can be considered as the tropical analogue to the "classical" one. Later, we will study the main properties of these tropical ideals and realize how they relate to tropical varieties and co-varieties. 
Tropical Ideals -Definition & Properties
3. if f ∈ a, and h ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ], then hf ∈ a.
Using this tropical notion, the tropical unit ideal is defined to be 0 .
As an example, one can easily verify that U[x 1 , . . . , x n ] ∪ {−∞} is also a tropical ideal on its one. Proof. Let S be the set of all proper ideals of T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] that contain a, S is not empty since a ∈ S. The set S can be ordered by inclusion (i.e. a ω ≤ a µ ⇐⇒ a ω ⊆ a µ ), we should show that S is an inductively ordered set. Assume {a ω | ω ∈ Ω} to be arbitrary ordered subsets of S and define a ∪ = ω a ω , then a ∪ ∈ S is a proper ideal and a ω ≤ a ∪ for any ω ∈ Ω. Hence, the ordered set S is inductive. By Zorn's lemma S has a maximal element m, which by construction contains a.
The first natural construction of an ideal is the ideal generated by a finite number of polynomials. 
to be the ideal generated by f 1 , . . . , f s . When the generator is a single polynomial (i.e. s = 1) the ideal is called principal ideal. Proof. First, set f −∞ to be f −∞ = i −∞f i = −∞ and hence −∞ ∈ f 1 , . . . , f s . Next, suppose f = i p i f i and g = i q i f i and let h ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ], then using the arithmetic rules the equations
complete the proof.
We say that an ideal a is finitely generated if there exist f 1 , . . . , f s ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] such that a = f 1 , . . . , f s ; in this case we say that f 1 , . . . , f s are the tropical basis of a. Note that, as in the "classical" case, a given tropical ideal may have many different bases. Additionally, we can define the tropical variety of an ideal as
2)
The following proposition shows that a variety depends only on the ideal but not on its generators.
Proposition 3.5. Let f 1 , . . . , f s and g 1 , . . . , g t be bases of the same ideal
The proof this and the following proposition is technically straightforward, so we omit the proofs' details.
Proposition 3.6. Let a and b be tropical ideals such that
Based on the ideal construction, we can define operations between ideals of T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] and their elements:
Clearly, from the latter operation we get f ⊙ a ⊂ a.
Previously we have shown how tropical varieties are obtained from ideals, next we will discuss the "opposite" direction -how tropical varieties and co-varieties give rise to ideals. Definition 3.7. Let V T ⊂ T n be a tropical variety, then the ideal of V T is defined to be the set
The crucial observation is that I T (V T ) is indeed a tropical ideal.
Proof. Since the absolute zero polynomial results in −∞ on all the elements of T n , and particulary on V T , thus −∞ ∈ I T (V T ). Let f, g be two polynomials in I T (V T ) and let h ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ], assume x o = −∞ to be an arbitrary element of V T ; then
and it follows that I T (V T ) is an ideal.
Lemma 3.9. Let f 1 , . . . , f s be a family of polynomials in
Proof. For f ∈ f 1 , . . . , f s we have f = i , h i f i where the h i 's are polynomials in T[x 1 , . . . , x n ]. Since all f 1 , . . . , f s result in U ∪ {−∞} over the elements of 
Proof. To prove the first part, suppose that
. We know that V ′′ T is the variety defined by some polynomials g 1 , . . . , g t ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ], and it follows that g 1 , . . . ,
The second part is an immediate consequence of the first one.
Earlier we showed that a tropical variety determines a tropical ideal, next we will show that the same is also valid for co-varieties. But first, let's specify the co-variety of an ideal. Assume a is a tropical ideal, then its co-variety is the set
and if we define 
Proof. Assume C T is a tropical co-variety,
• In both cases, whether C T contains a non-empty set or not (i.e. C T = {∅}), ∅ ⊆ D where D ∈ C T , and since C T (−∞) = ∅ (Example 2.7) we have −∞ ∈ I T (C T ).
• Suppose f, g ∈ I T (C T ), we need to show that f ⊕ g ∈ I T (C T ). Contrarily, assume f ⊕ g / ∈ I T (C T ); this means there exists
where D f and D g are the closure of some D f ∈ C T (f ) and D g ∈ C T (g) -a contradiction.
• The last condition in which if f ∈ I T (C T ) and h ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ], then f h ∈ I T (C T ) is derived immediately as a result of Lemma 2.8. Over any D f ∈ C T (f ), the function f is linear and equal to h j f j for some 1 ≤ j ≤ s. Hence,
Let C ′ T and C ′′ T be two tropical co-varieties, then the relation " ⊑ ′′ between these two sets is defined as follows: 
C ′
As for the opposite direction, assume the relation (3.1.3) is not satisfied, then there exists
We know that C ′ T is the co-variety defined by some polynomials
Tropical Radical Ideals -Definition & Properties
Similarl to the classical theory of ideals, one can specify "special" types of ideals for the tropical case as well. The development of these is done in the same manner as for the "classical" ones. We have the following two immediate results regarding the radical of an ideal.
Proposition 3.16. The radical of a tropical ideal a is again a tropical ideal.
Proof. Suppose f and g are elements of the radical √ a, of a. Thus, f m ∈ a and g n ∈ a for some positive integers m, n. Then
where the a i are coefficients in T[x 1 , . . . , x n ]. In each term of the above sum, either i ≥ m or m + n − i ≥ n. In the first case, f i ∈ a, and in the second case, g n+m−i ∈ a. Since T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] is commutative and a is an ideal, the sum of these terms is again in a and hence f ⊕ g ∈ a. To see that a is closed under multiplication by elements in the polynomial semi-ring, let h ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ], then (hf ) m = h m f m ∈ a, so hf ∈ √ a.
Proposition 3.17. The radical of √ a is equal to √ a.
Proof. Clearly √ a is contained in the radical of √ a. To see the reverse containment, let f be an element of the radical of √ a. Then f n ∈ √ a for some integer n, which means that (f n ) m ∈ √ a for some integer m. Since f nm ∈ √ a, we see that f ∈ √ a.
To develop our theory further, we need the additional "well behaved" ideal. According to this definition, any ideal a is contained in some prime ideal p. To construct such an ideal, whenever an element h = (f g) ∈ a and both f and g are not in a, add one of them (including its multiplications with others) to a to "complete" it to be a prime ideal p. Proof. Contrarily assume, f / ∈ 0 T and f k ∈ 0 T for some positive k ∈ N. Since f / ∈ 0 T , it has at least one real "effective" coefficient a ω / ∈ U. By Theorem 1.23 f k has also at least one real "effective" coefficient (specifically (a ω ) k ) -a contradiction (f k / ∈ 0 T ).
Theorem 3.23. Let a be an ideal of T[x 1 , . . . , x n ], and let P be the set of all prime ideals
In particular, the nilradical of T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] is equal to the intersection of all prime ideals in T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] that contain 0 T .
Proof. Assume √ a is not the nilradical. First, we show that √ a ⊆ P ∩ where P ∩ = p and p ∈ P . Let f ∈ √ a, i.e. f k ∈ a for some positive integer k ∈ N, and take k to be the least k for which this is true. Let p be any prime ideal in T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] such that √ a ⊆ p, then f k ∈ p. Since f k = f f k−1 , and p is prime, either f in p or f k−1 in p. If f ∈ p, we are done, otherwise, f / ∈ p and thus f k−1 ∈ p, but this contradicts the assumption that k is minimal.
To see this, one can also repeat the decomposition to obtain f k−1 = f f k−2 ∈ p and at last have f 2 ∈ p, namely f ∈ p -a contradiction. Thus, f is contained in every prime ideal √ a ⊆ p.
We now need to show that √ a ⊇ P ∩ . To do this, we will show that if f / ∈ √ a, then there exists p ⊂ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] such that f / ∈ p and hence f / ∈ P ∩ . This will be done by constructing a prime ideal that does not contain
Let S be the family of ideals of T[x 1 , . . . , x n ], that do not contain any power of f and do contain a. This family S is not empty because a ∈ S. Also, we see that chains of ideals in S have upper bounds because if f k is not in any ideal of a given chain, then it is also not in the union of the ideals in that chain. We can now apply Zorn's Lemma to see that there is some maximal element p (max) of S. Since p (max) is in S, p (max) does not contain f .
We will now show that p (max) is prime. By way of contradiction, let x and y be elements of T[x 1 , . . . , x n ], which are not in p (max) but such that xy ∈ p (max) . Since p (max) is a maximal element of S, we see that for some positive integers n and m, f n ∈ (x) ⊕ p (max) and f n ∈ (y) ⊕ p (max) . But then f n+m ∈ (xy) ⊕ p (max) = p (max) , contradicting the fact that p (max) ∈ S. Thus p (max) is indeed a prime ideal, and so f / ∈ P ∩ .
An Algebraic Tropical Nullstellensatz
As a result of the previous development, algebraic tropical nullstellensatz theorems are obtained -the weak one and the strong one. Each one of the theorems is approached in a different manner; the first is stated in terms of either varieties or co-varieties, while the latter is phrased only in terms of co-varieties. In fact, the strong nullstellensatz that presented here is an algebraic rephrasing, which is enabled due to our development of the tropical nullstellensatz as appeared in [21] . So, we will base our results on the proof of that theorem.
Proof. Let us assume first that n = 1. Without loss of generality, we may assume the f i 's to have the form
⊕0.
Thus, for any x ∈ T that satisfies
we have f i (x) ∈ U. So, all we need is to show that there exists x o ∈ T, which satisfies ( * ) for any i = 1, . . . , s. Obviously, since f i is non-constant so is g i . Hence, any g i has such x o for any i = 1, . . . , s) and it is a common tropical zero.
In the general case one can simply fix the variables x 2 , . . . , x n to be arbitrary constants b 2 , . . . , b n and apply the above with respect to x 1 , then the point (x o , b 2 , . . . , b n ) ∈ V T (f 1 , . . . , f s ). The corollary is directly derived from Theorem 4.1. The only case that needs elaboration is the case of a "zero" constant f i , i.e. f i ∈ 0 T . However, in this case f i vanishes at every x ∈ T n , which means that this kind of polynomial is "covered" by V T (f 1 , . . . , f s ). When f i is equal to a real constant, it is clear that it has no zeros. Proof. Assume V T (a) = ∅, then by Corollary 4.2 there exists a "non zero" constant polynomial f ∈ R such that f ∈ a. In this case f −1 = 0/f ∈ T. Thus, by the ideal properties 0 = f (0/f ) ∈ a, which means 0g = g ∈ a for all g ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ]. This shows that a = T[x 1 , . . . , x n ]. The corollary is obtained due to, V T (a) = ∅ if and only if T n ∈ C T (a). Proof. By the weak Nullstellensatz, an ideal is a proper ideal if it not contains an element a ∈ R, thus one can define the maximal ideal to be m = T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] \ R. Clearly, it can not enlarged further, otherwise it would not be a proper ideal.
Before proceeding to a "strong" version of a Nullstellensatz, for reasons of self-containment, we cite the "geometric" Nullstellensatz (Theorem 3.5 and its Corollary, [21] ), rephrased using our new terms. Let f ∈ T[x 1 , . . . , x n ] and f = −∞, then its ameba A(f ) is defined to be V (π * (f )) ∩ R n , where π * is the epimorphism induced by (0.0.1) 5 . Denotingf := π * (f ), the connected components of R n \ A(f ) are C T | R n (f ), i.e. any D R f ∈ C T | R n (f ) is a restriction of Df ∈ C T (f ) to consist only of points in R n .
Over each such D R f ∈ C T | R n (f ), f is a linear function that results either in R or in U.
So, according to this property C T | R n (f ) can be divided into two disjoint sets Π R (f ) and Π ν R (f ), both consist of disjoint subsets of R n . Particularly, Π(f ) = C T (f ) and Π R (f ) = C T | R n (f ). Proof. We show the cross confinements of both directions.
• To prove √ a ⊆ I T (C T (a)), assume f ∈ √ a, then f m ∈ a and hence C T (f m ) ⊑ C T (α). Due to Lemma 2.8, C T (f ) = C T (f m ) and since C T (f ) ⊑ C T (a) then f ∈ I T (C T (a)).
• For the other direction (i.e. √ a ⊇ I T (C T (a))), if f ∈ I T (C T (a)) this means that C T (f ) ⊑ C T (a), namely, each D f ∈ C T (f ) is contained in some component D a ∈ C T (a) and hence in some component D f i ∈ C T (f i ), where f i ∈ a. Now, one can simply apply the composition Corollaries 4.7 and 4.11 together to obtain the required result.
Observation
Although, the results that are presented in this paper refer to the algebra of tropical polynomials, they can be similarly applied to "abstract" tropical algebra as well. Suppose A T to be an tropical algebra, and X(A T ) = {x T | x T : A T −→ T} be the set of all the epimorphisms A T −→ T then, if f ∈ A T and x T ∈ X(A T ) consider the value f (x T ) ∈ T as the image of f under the epimorphism x T : A T −→ T.
